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ResultsHow?

Why?
➡Suggestive signals of collective behavior in high-multiplicity pp 

collisions @LHC7 and @LHC13:

➡Models @market assume totally independent subnucleonic components.
HOWEVER

➡Correlations are essential for description of this effect.

➡Intense theoretical interest on the initial geometry of pp.

➡New and intriguing feature of hadronic interaction: hollowness effect
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 Non-zero elliptic/triangular flow
Long range azimuthal correlations=the ridge
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Procedure:
1) Fit data on

2) Fourier Transform

@ISR and LHC energies

3) Extract

[3,4,5]

~sB1

Gluonic hot-spots as effective d.o.f

Glauber multiple 
scattering expansion

~b

~sA1

Spatial correlations 
in transverse space

➡To construct the elastic scattering amplitude in pp collisions

➡Model completely determined by 4 parameters related to dynamics

      : radius of the gluonic hot spot.

    : radius of the proton.

Main novelty of 
this work

     : relative contribution of Re and Im parts to 

Fock space of 
valence partons

Gaussian hot spot-
hot spot scattering 
amplitude
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➡Monte-Carlo implementation needed to access event-by-event fluctuations 

Transverse positions of the hot spots
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Entropy deposition    particle production/

➡ Regarding the correlations 3 different cases considered:
rc=0: uncorrelated +                          to reproduce         and{Rhs, Rp, ⇢hs} �

tot

⇢

rc=0.4: correlated +                          to reproduce         and{Rhs, Rp, ⇢hs}

rc=0,nc: correlated +                          do not reproduce        and{Rhs, Rp, ⇢hs} �
tot

⇢

�
tot

⇢ Net effect of 
correlations

➡Very sensitive to the 
value of rc

Correlations

Increase probability to find wounded 
hot spots on the edges of the 
interaction region with rc=0.4

# of wounded hot 
spots

Radial distribution

No qualitative change but 
quantitative reduction in central 
collisions with rc=0.4

➡A novel initial state geometry for proton-proton 
interactions based on:

➡Motivated by its successful realization of the hollowness effect @LHC7.

➡Analysis of the effect of non-trivial correlations among subnucleonic d.o.f 
on initial state properties:

within a Monte-Carlo Glauber approach.

# wounded hot spots

Spatial distributions

Spatial distribution of the hot spots in transverse space

Proton formed by 3 gluonic hot spots with

Energy dependence
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Eccentricities
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Wounded hot spot == suffered at least one collision

p
s=52.6, 7000, 13000 GeV SPATIAL CORRELATIONS AMONG 

SUBNUCLEONIC D.O.F REDUCE 
ECCENTRICITY IN PP INTERACTIONS

➡In contrast, mild energy 
dependence.

➡In the absence of non-trivial 
correlations, no hollowness 
effect.

➡Transverse diffusion of       
as the main dynamical 
mechanism for:

Onset hollowness effect 
Growth of         with 

Energy

➡In agreement with AA 
studies.
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rc, 20%

eccentricity, 40%

➡Values of                            ? Scan the parameter space imposing:
asd Definition of hollowness

Reproduce         and Phenomenological constraints

{Rhs, R, µ, ⇢hs}
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Hollowness 
region
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2b > 0
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